Product Bulletin for
USB Charger/Tamper-Resistant Receptacles

Leviton’s USB Charger/Tamper-Resistant
Receptacles Deliver More Charging Power in Less Time!
Leviton’s USB Charger/Tamper-Resistant Receptacles offer
2.1A of charging power with a 15A/125V or 20A/125V
Tamper-Resistant Receptacle. These state-of-the-art
devices have the ability to charge up to two electronic
devices simultaneously utilizing the USB Ports, leaving
the receptacle free for additional power needs. The USB
Ports are 2.0 and are controlled by a smart chip which
recognizes and optimizes the charging power of your device.
This means you can spend less time charging your device
and more time enjoying it! Leviton’s USB Charger/TamperResistant Receptacle is ideal for charging tablets*, smart
and mobile phones, e-readers and much more.
Strategically designed with two vertical USB Ports,
the Leviton USB Charger/Tamper-Resistant Receptacles
allow additional space for maneuvering of charging cords,
reduces stress on the cables while charging and provides an
aesthetically pleasing design. Our devices are engineered to
fit in a standard wallbox, use a standard wallplate and can
be multi-ganged with another Leviton USB Charger/TamperResistant Receptacle or any standard Leviton wiring device.
The value-added features of Leviton’s Tamper- Resistant
Receptacle provides the safe and superior device you have
come to expect from an industry leader like Leviton!

Compatibility
The Leviton USB Charger/Tamper-Resistant Receptacle
is compatible with a wide range of electronic devices
including, but not limited to, the following:

- iPad®

- Galaxy TabTM

- iPad® Mini
®

- Nintendo 3DSTM

- iPhone

- PlayStation® Vita

- iPod®

- BluetoothTM Headsets

- Tablets

- Digital Cameras

- Mobile Phones

- KindleTM, Nook e-readers

- Blackberry®, Android
Phones

- GPS

- Windows® Phone by HTC

- Much More

*USB Ports are not intended to charge two tablets simultaneously.
If the devices combined power requirements exceed the power capacity of
the USB Ports, the charger will automatically shut down to protect your
devices. To charge two tablets use the high power USB Port and the
Tamper-Resistant Receptacle.

Cat. No. T5830 & Cat. No. T5630
Shown with screwless wallplate
80301 sold separately

USB Charger/Tamper-Resistant Receptacle*
USB Ports with a combined
power of 2.1A. More charging
capacity means better
charging capability.

High Power Port is ideal for
charging Tablets and other
high draw devices.

Strategic Placement of ports
positioned vertically provides
more space for maneuvering and
reduces stress on USB cables.

Compact Design fits in a standard
wallbox, is compatible with standard
wallplates and can be multi-ganged
with other standard Leviton devices.

Back and Side Wired
for easy installation.

Charges Smarter with
the addition of a smart chip
designed for recognizing
and optimizing the charging
requirements of your device.

Tamper-Resistant NEC® Compliant
shutter mechanism blocks access to
contacts from most foreign objects
for improved safety.

*15 & 20 AMP versions available (15A shown)

Ordering Information:
Description

Rating

Cat. No.

Color

15A USB Charger/Tamper-Resistant Receptacle

2.1 A USB
15 AMP, 125V

T5630

W, I, T, E

20A USB Charger/Tamper-Resistant Receptacle

2.1 A USB
20 AMP, 125V

T5830

W, I, T, GY, E

Perfect for Residential and
Commercial Applications:
15 AMP

- Kitchens
- Bedrooms
- Home Offices

20 AMP

- Cafes, Coffee Houses
- Airports
- Hotels
- Office Cubicles
- College Dormitories

Leviton USB Charger/Tamper-Resistant Receptacles
are Underwriters Laboratories (UL) listed 498
and 1310 and meet all NEC® Tamper- Resistant
Requirements. Backed by a 5 year limited warranty.
Use of third-party branded products in this material does not indicate
endorsement; iPad, iPhone, iPod, Galaxy Tab, Blackberry, Nintendo,
Playstation, Bluetooth, Windows and Kindle are the trademarks of their
respective owners. © 2013 Leviton Manufacturing Co., Inc. All rights reserved.
All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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